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The Curse of Mars and Other Space Stories
A lecture by Richard Corfield
So Mars has done it again. The European Space Agency's Schiaparelli probe failed
before touchdown and is lost. This is a major set back to plans to send a six-wheeled
European Lander to Mars in 2020.

But Mars has claimed spacecraft before, so many in fact that engineers across the world
refer to the 'Curse of Mars'. Only about one-third of all missions to Mars are successful.
If a rover arrives successfully on Mars (for example the American Spirit, Opportunity and
Curiosity) then the scientific advances in knowledge are beyond awesome. As a result of
these successful rover landings we now know that Mars had liquid water on its surface
at one time, that it had the ability to recycle its surface in the same way that Earth does
and that it may have once been home to primitive life.
So what really is the Curse of Mars? The short answer is very simple - stopping once you
get there. You have to lose space-travel speeds in a very narrow time window and the
methods for doing that are complicated involving retro thrusters, parachutes and airbags.
In this lecture Dr Richard Corfield explores the problems of getting to Mars and how far
we have come in the past fifty years in minimising them. He explores the various
missions to Mars including the early Viking missions, the ill-fated Beagle 2 lander sent
by the Open University in 2003 and the hugely successful recent American missions
since 2004.

But Mars is not the only planet to have claimed the lives of space probes. For years the
Russians tried to set down on Venus with their unique Venera probes, but the craft,
despite being heavily armoured, could not withstand the extreme conditions on Venus,
a molten surface and a greenhouse atmosphere so extreme that it is as hot as the
interior of a self-cleaning oven
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In the final third of the lecture Richard explains
his fascination with the ultra-deep-space Voyager
probes (which are now at the edge of the solar
system) and his contribution to The Haynes
NASA Voyager 1&2 Owners' Workshop Manual.
The lecture will introduce young people to the
pleasures of science and the wonders that we are
discovering as we explore the solar system.
Richard Corfield is the author of the acclaimed
popular science books Architects of Eternity, The
Silent Landscape and Lives of the Planets. His
most recent book was as co-author on the
Haynes NASA Voyager 1 and 2 Owners'
Workshop Manual.
He was a Senior lecturer at the Open University
at the time of the ill-fated Beagle 2 landing. He is
a regular contributor to astrobiology.com and
space.com and is the science correspondent for

the Oxford Times.
He is currently writing a book about mass extinctions in the history of life. It is entitled
Boundary Freaks.

Understanding Climate Change
Following the recent accord on atmospheric CO2
limitations Richard is delighted to present a wide-ranging
lecture on the science behind one of the biggest
challenges facing our race and our planet - climate
change.
The climate change debate is one of the most
challenging of our times and one of the most polarising,
with climate change sceptics and proponents lined up on
either side of a seemingly unbridgeable divide.
Richard studied for his PhD at Cambridge under
Professor Sir Nick Shackleton FRS - the man who
proved that the Greenhouse effect controls the
cycle of glaciations and interglacials in Earth's
history. Richard is therefore ideally placed to
present the facts for climate change as a natural
part of our planet's history and show how manmade clirricite change will affect our world and
how its effects can be managed though
geoengineering techniques.
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The essence of this lecture is to present the facts 1000 1100 1200
in an unbiased fashion and let the audience draw
their own conclusions about this important scientific debate.
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From Dinosaurs to the Lost Soldiers of Fromelles: The New Science of
Old DNA
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Sixty-five years ago, two Cambridge biochemists broke the
code that contained the secret of life. For this Watson and
Crick together with their London colleague, Maurice
Wilkins, received the Nobel Prize in 1 962,Twenty years ago
the scientific world was electrified by the possibility of
cloning dinosaurs. Since then many technical issues have
had to be faced and the prospect of cloning dinosaurs
seems to have receded. And yet there is a real prospect that
the Tasmanian Wolf - extinct since the early 1 900s - may
yet be brought back to life.
Richard takes a look at where genomic science is now and
whether and when real cloning of extinct animals will be achieved.
But genomic science has more to offer than the possibility of
recreating extinct animals. It's role in modern criminology and the
identification of the deceased is vital. Nowhere is this better
illustrated than in the case of the World War 1 Battle of Fromelles.
On 19 July 1916 over eight thousand Australian and British
soldiers went 'over the top' and into No Man's Land to attack the
German Lines at the tiny French village of Fromelles (near Lille).
Within twenty-four hours over five thousand of the soldiers had been killed, injured or
captured. It was the single most severe loss of life in Australia's history.
In 2008 a mass grave was discovered on the outskirts
of a local wood where the bodies of two hundred and
fifty Australian and British soldiers had lain undisturbed - since that terrible day.
Amazingly, many of the Fromelles Fallen have now
been identified using a combination of
archaeological, anthropological and DNA sequencing
techniques. Richard, through collaboration with the
Commonwealth War Graves Commission, has written
extensively on the subject and will share his insights
during the 100th anniversary year of that terrible battle.
"Richard gave a dynamic and superbly illustrated talk to our Sixth Formers for
today's Enlightenment Lecture. In keeping with the spirit of our lecture series,
Richard opened our eyes to the inspiring, and sometimes questionable, use of
science in various fields - from genetic research and cloning, through to identifying
the dead from wars of long ago. Bursting with character, Richard is a
knowledgeable, well-connected writer, broadcaster and scientist who is worth
booking."
lago Elkin-Jones

Cokethorpe School, Witney

"Richard Corfield has a delivery like Alan Whicker"
Cokethorpe Staff Member

Titanic 2017. 105 Years of Titanic Science
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On April 14 1912 RMS Titanic hit an iceberg in
the North Atlantic and sank within three hours.
More than fifteen hundred souls perished in the
worst peacetime marine disaster in history. If she
had stayed afloat longer then many more people
would have been saved since the rescue ships
would have reached her before she slipped below
the surface. In this lecture Richard explores the
reason why Titanic sank so quickly.
Richard concludes that Titanic foundered with
such terrifying speed through a perfect storm of

engineering flaws and human error.
This lecture is based on Richard's writing on Titanic which have won world wide acclaim
having been featured in the Daily Mail, Discovery.com, Italian radio, The Jeremy Vine
show on BBC Radio 2 and much more.

Press reaction to Richard's
Titanic writing
"A perfect storm of fateful events conspired to cause the tragic sinking of the
Titanic nearly a century ago, according to a study looking at the maths and physics
behind the tragedy. Taking an in-depth look at the structural deficiencies of the ship
and the events of April 14, 1912, Corfield concluded that 'no one thing conspired to
send Titanic to the bottom of the Atlantic.'"
"It was a classic 'event cascade', Corfield told Discovery News." Discovery.com
"Science Writer Dr Richard Corfield has analysed the maths and physics that led to
the demise of the 'unsinkable' ship. His review of scientific evidence published in
Physics World says the faulty rivets meant the part of the hull that hit the iceberg was
much weaker than the main body of the huge vessel.
Combined with the unusual climactic conditions which caused the berg to be lying
in wait for Titanic, there was 'a perfect storm of circumstances that conspired her to
doom." Daily Mail

Last Thursday we welcomed Dr Richard Corfield to Summer Fields. He is a
scientist and science writer who has studied in detail the story of the sinking of
the Titanic, with particular reference to some of the more scientific aspects of the
tragedy. In his very interesting and informative lecture we heard about the
collection of circumstances that together created the "perfect storm" that led to the
disaster (almost exactly 100 years ago). We learned about watertight bulkheads,
"best" and "best-best" rivets, shearing forces and other scientific aspects, as well
as some of the human factors that contributed to the accident. Dr Corfield
illustrated his talk with a plethora of pictures and video clips. The question-andanswer session was as impressive for the quality of questions asked as for the
slick way in which our visiting expert dealt with them all. Everyone in the audience
agreed that this had been a fascinating presentation.
Andrew Bishop,
Summer Fields School, Oxford
Thank you so much for coming. Your talk was informative and well delivered.
Boys found the combination of slides, video and chat to be very effective. The
drama of the event was well represented.
Tim Dawson,

Sherborne School,
Dorset

Frequently Asked Questions
Our Philosophy

Richard is committed to communicating science in a fun and accessible way to
audiences of all levels of skill.
How long is a lecture available for?

Richard's lectures are permanently available after the start date.
How long does a lecture last?
Each lecture lasts approximately 45 minutes with 1 5 minutes thereafter for
questions.
Please email us for availability and pricing at contact@richardcorfield.com

About Richard
Richard Corfield (born 1962) is a scientist, science writer and broadcaster based
near Oxford in the United Kingdom.
He received his B.Sc from Bristol University in Zoology and his Ph.D from
Cambridge University where he worked with Professor Sir Nicholas Shackleton FRS on
the greenhouse effect during the Paleocene Epoch.
He is the Managing Director of the Science and Media consultancy Hanborough
Consultants. He has written four books: Architects of Eternity: The New Science of
Fossils, The Silent Landscape: In the Wake of HMS Challenger, Lives of the Planets; A
Natural History of the Solar System and NASA Voyager 1&2; Owners' Workshop Manual.
As well as contributing to magazines, on-line publications and newspapers such
as Physics World, Chemistry World, Chemistry and Industry, Cosmos, Australian Popular
Science, Discovery.com, Astrobiology.net, Space.com, The Washington Post and The
Orlando Sentinel he also wrote and appeared in the Newton Channel/Guardian
documentary An Interview with Craig Venter. He is currently working on a biography of
Sir Nick Shackleton FRS entitled The Isotope Man and a popular science book on mass
extinctions in the fossil record entitled Boundary Freaks.
He is also a regular contributor on radio, particularly In Our Time with Melvyn
Bragg, The Material World and The Report.
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INTERVIEW: Richard Corfield

The polymath's polymath
Tim Hughes talks to a geologist, palaeontologist, oceanographer, chemist, astronomer and historian
he unim»i*inntive often
claim thai n tidy desk is
ihesiuhtit'ii ndymmd.
Science writer Richard
Corfield is living pnxif
ih.-ti sm-h assertions are nonsense

T

His den, marosvi-otl.l :• on lh"

i"lge (if I.OIIK llanbormiuh. is
te-.umient lo his wide-ranging
interests
< ",<i ili>uic;il maps are sinckert mi
helly lollies 'in physics and
military historv, i starulii)N> sits .to
his M"sk next u>a replica Sniitli
;n«l Wesson pistol, cat magazines
and tins n| sniilT. while on the wall
i . ;i I'tllertion til \;i •- ii m
railwayman pocket \v,it< iv.
It's an nifellecMial i M M s n i ' trove: a physical manifestation ni
tin' mind uf a polymath
GeoloijiRt, jialaeimttilocs!,
ItLicmlogist. gei>i;i iiphet.

oceanoyraphcr. chemist,
astronomer and historian: Richard
isa haril man tn pin down, llui in
those who have read his books
listened to his lectm-es. ^ceit his
putt's in thi' Cutrntttiis.
iitun /*•«/. ami. indeed. The
Tmm. in haw caught one
ol his re-Jill;!'' appearances on TV
iinil rrtcho (most recently telling
MI •!vni Bi'.'iui; about ice aiies nn
Ruin i i's In Our Tiiiu-t. he is an
eiuttginj; intellectual on .1 mission
lo make si-ienre accessible.
"I'm just imervsted in stuff," he
lulls mi* over a glass uf Calvados in
the lounge of the house he shares
with his wife .Jnhe and il.mi'.hliTx
J«>Nsir:i, IB, and Susannah, 1
Though immaculately tidy.
ivinimk1!^ of RichardI's interests
are reflected in the books, pictures
and framed snapshots of exotie
• •MNilif ions that ilit niiite Ihe walls
"1 regard myself as a PITMOII who
makes sciences accessible by
makmi! it fun "
1 first healfl of tin- !il year oltl
Oxford tJniwrsity research fellow,
when he w;is organising an event
based annind another of his
inten«»t» — the science behind Ihc
MinkinK uf the Titunu-. Kather than
simply pii'-rntiiu',;i worthy lecture
on marine cniiincerinK ami ocean
lairrents. he held omit.
rt's|ilemlenl in period rnslniTiiv ;il :i
lavish dinner based on the slupV
final mi'iiu, at the Root Inn.
Itarnard Gate.
Such an approach is typiral. If
only school si'ieiir*- les.voiis were :t>
much fun.
Richard's love of science beiinn
Pflrly in rhe itnninils of his
I'hildhoixl home in HighEale. North
Uindtjii
His father was a I'resbytenan
church minister, and the family
lived in a larKi' rambling
Kitwanlian manse. His boyhoml
was spent exploring nearby
lli|!h|!ate WIHMIH and dome, Ihe kind
ol rhinr." all hoys did in the 1960s
huililiiit; no karts, cycling.
anno> mi: his ohler brother, and.
following the 1%M inimn landings.
building wooden Apollo spar*

Chaos thaory: Rulwid Corfield at home in Long Hdnborough
But unlike other buys, his
inquisitiveness had a habit of
Retting him into trouble
such ax
the lime he blew up Ihe Kanfc'ii.
"1 was inlo explosions." he
smiles. "I wanted to recreate tinatomic detonation at Ilikini Aloll.
si» I mixed weedkiller anil sui^ir.
pill il in a can with wires ami
placed it in a bucket of water
"There was a terrific orange
flash, all the water came out of the
bucket and I jumped like a startled
ttuelle! But I did have a mushiixim
cloud.
"Unfortunately, my neiKhboiirs
were havuiK a Harden parly next
door. There was silence before
one of them put his head over the
fence and asked if every thine was
all riRht, Now they'd call the bomb
squad.
'The irony is now 1 mn involved
in Ihe Felix Kund. which supports
bomb disposal experts and their
families'
He added: "When I look hack at
what I did as a kid. it scared the life
out of me. I'm the sort of man I
don't want my daughters to meet.
Kver."
His parents separated, when he

was ll. Richard moving to East
Kmchle\h In- mother (some
years later his mother and father
would rekindle their relationship
and spend the rest of their lives
together).
Kdurated at William Kills School
in Miuhn.ilc, where he admits he
had » crush on his biology teacher.
Richard shone at science and took
a place at Bristol University.
"1 left home three hours after my
last A-level," he says. "My dad
wanted me to go tu Oxford but I
knew I had a reasonable clumce n!
! >•- n ; turnnd down, and I was loo
fragile lor that."
At Itnstul he studied luitaiiv.
changed to zoology and eventually
specialised in palaeontokiev. It was
there that he struck up a
friendship with the academic who
would t;o on to act as his men n u.
Prof Bob Savage.
"Bob . li.inn.-il my hie." he KIVS.
Itnsinl wanted me lo sluily Ini a
I'h.l) hill I ileenliil to take up my
father's challenge and apply to
Cambridge, where I met the other
Buy who changed my life, the
paeliMuitologist Stephen .lay Could
He was my hero."

While studying the relationship
belween the evolution of oceanic
microplnnklnn and climate change,
Kichard mel his wife-to-be, Julie
Cartlidgc.
The pair worked together ami. in
lADR. inoviil to Oxloni. sei I IHK up a
lali tlrvoled to studying climate
change in Ihe geological iword. at
the Department of Earth Sciences
next to the University Museum of
Natural History
"I knew I wanted to br an
academic and Oxford called." he
says "Moving In Oxford with Julie
was one of the lies! things I ever
did."
lie became a Junior research
fellow at Jesus College.
"Oxford is a much nicer city, and
1 was on the inside track Thouch
many nights we wen* their with
spanners, working on the
machinery until 9pm. Kach muss
spectrometer cost £150,000, whirh
was a lot ol money to give a 21>ear old bloke and his girlfriend. II
was a steep learning curve and
mistakes were expensive."
Becoming disillusioned with
academic life al Oxford he truxl
something now writing. His

debut. Anhirnn of Eternity, a
history of the development of
palaeontology and the science
JK-hind Ihe film Jurassic Park, was
published in 3001. It was followed,
in 2004. by The Silent Landscape,
about Ihe voyage of HMS
Challenger.
The same year he ten Oxford,
teaching at the Open Tniversity for
two years, before becoming a fulltime writer, based at his West
Oxfordshire cottage.
Later books include I Jem of ihr
I'lonfii: A Natural history of the
tlular System, which he is currently
re-writing; and a biography of
climatologist Nicholas Shackleton.
Between writing, he provides
scientific consultancy and lectures
tn schools And he loves it.
"The 'me' you haw now is more
and more like that Uttk- boy
exploding bombs in his back
garden than the 'me' trying in !»• <i
pmleKsionat at Oxford I Iniverxily."
he says
"This Is what I want to be. There
is so much great science out there
to tell people about.
"My job is to make u all as
interesting its possible."
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For more information about Richard and his
work visit
www.richardcorfield.com
and
www.richardcorfield.org
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